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**ALL OF YOU!** Without you there wouldn't be a program!
Your Advice on How to Make the Program Better

1. The Hat Problem: Students should have to wear hats.

Bill's Response: How about Virtual Hats?

2. The Egg Problem: Students should get real eggs.

Bill's Response: Okay, but if you drop them, you clean it up.

3. The Muffin Problem: Students should get to eat real muffins.

Bill's Response: Next summer: 61 muffins for 19 people, cut so that everyone gets $\frac{61}{19}$ and the smallest piece is $\frac{313}{684}$. 
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Should there be less non-research stuff?
Next Summer’s Projects

▶ Jim Project (This Summer: Chatbots)

▶ John D’s Project (This Summer: Auctions)
  Black Markets Auctions. Joint with Jon Katz—Crypto

▶ Bill’s Project (This Summer: Ramsey Games)
  Teach an ML to say, after a game, “We’re all winners!”

▶ Tom’s Project (This Summer: Gaming the system to get Papers into Conference)
  Gaming the System to get an REU Grant Extension

▶ Bill’s New Project
  Paradoxes in Game Theory:
  90% of the students say they like Game Nights, but 20% of the students go to Game Night.
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  Paradoxes in Game Theory:
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Mentored by Furong 'Vin Diesel' Huang
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**A New Project:** Funded by The Winkler Foundation
Computing Fast Fourier Transforms:

Mentored by **Furong ‘Vin Diesel’ Huang**
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red is what we do.

- Topic *Applying Theory to Practice, allegedly*
- Umbrella or focused
- Bootcamp or *nobootcamp*
- Quality then Diversity or Diversity then Quality
- 8-10 people or 15-20 people
- Projects picked ahead of time or once you are there
Academic Predictions

In the spring of 1985 my advisor (Harry Lewis, Harvard) asked me what I dreamed of doing in the next 35 years. I said: Running an REU program during a pandemic. Thank you REU-2020 for making my dream come true!
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**Thank you REU-2020 for making my dream come true!**

**One More Slide**
1. Memories of the program.
2. Tell me something interesting.
3. Ask Bill Anything